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Introduction
Are we as public administration research community going through a tough time or a
challenging time? Is publication pressure senior’s or junior’s responsibility? Does
publication pressure even exist, or not? A recent debate among young and senior
scholars about publication pressure in the Dutch journal ‘Beleid en Maatschappij’, showed
different takes on the matter.
Inspired by this debate, we - two PhD students at USG - decided to organize a meeting
among our peers. We were interested in the questions: how is publication pressure
experienced among the PhD’s at USG and can we learn from each other? The meeting
was structured in an ‘intervisie’ kind of way. First, PhDs were invited to think about
situations in which they noticed publication pressure. After this, PhD’s discussed
important actors and potential solutions. We were very pleased to hear that this meeting
was experienced as ‘fun, reassuring, informative but also as confronting’.
This column is based upon the meeting we organized and our own thoughts and
experiences on the matter. In our view, the debate around publication pressure has thus
far been too polarized. It’s us vs. them. PhD’s vs. professors. People tend to point the
finger towards the other group instead of looking at this issue as something we have to
deal with together. Therefore, we argue for a more nuanced and practical approach. We
will not focus on whether publication pressure exists or not. Rather, we think it is more
valuable to discuss to what extent publication pressure is experienced and what we can
do about it. Similar to the structure of the meeting we organized, we will first go into what
these experiences are and where they originate. After this, we formulate several
suggestions for PhD students, supervisors and lastly institutions.
Experiences of pressure and where they originate
Publication pressure is experienced in many different situations, for instance during
conversations at conferences, supervisor-meetings, talking to a colleague at the coffee
machine and even checking your twitter feed. These situations can generate feelings of
stress, anxiety or insecurity among PhD students. So where does this pressure come
from?

First, the process of obtaining a PhD is in itself vulnerable to the experience of pressure.
Writing a dissertation is considered an individual accomplishment. As such, publishing (or
not publishing) work can be experienced as merely an individual achievement (or failure),
instead of a combination of factors such as the nature of the project, individual
performance and also luck. On top of that, time pressure (“you need to finish in four
years”) and high expectations (“it is good for your career to have some peer-reviewed
articles”) can make PhD students feel pressure.
Second, supervisors (promotors) are crucial actors in the PhD process. To PhD students
- who are just getting to know the academic system - supervisors are the embodiment of
the academy. They set goals and expectations, based on incentives, ranging from helping
the PhD get a job afterwards, to obtaining publications or making sure the organization
receives the PhD dowry. Moreover, supervisors can function as role models for the PhD.
They set an example of how to ‘do’ research and how to set priorities.
Third, regardless of the intentions to change the mantra ‘publish or perish’, in the
academic world competition is key and survival of the most published is rule. Consider
for instance the application for NWO’s prestigious grants, such as the ‘Rubicon’ or the
‘Veni’ grant, in which publications increase the chances of getting the grant drastically.
This creates an unhealthy academic culture which is characterized by competition instead
of collaboration.
Suggestions
So, what can we do? And by that we mean actually doing something tomorrow, instead
of only suggesting ‘the system’ has to change.
First, the PhDs can start acting as a supportive community rather than as a group of
competing individuals. This starts with PhDs just simply being kind to themselves and to
each other. This can also be achieved by organizing activities that vary from having a
beer in the bar on Friday afternoon, to organizing an ‘intervisie’ to discuss issues such as
publication pressure. Such meetings create the possibility of sharing experiences and deindividualizes feelings of pressure. Also, traditions and rituals regarding publications could
be broadened with more acknowledgement for effort. For instance, at USG we decided
to celebrate submitting a manuscript by bringing cake, instead of celebrating only when
papers are published. Also, why not also celebrate having an impact in the field, a positive
teaching experience or a big event in someone’s personal life? Lastly, it is not only
important what you share about yourself but how you share it. Sharing successes as if
they were achieved without any effort for instance does not contribute to a realistic view
of what can be expected from PhD’s.

Second, PhD’s feelings should be taken seriously. As such, we encourage supervisors to
talk to PhD’s about their feelings regarding the PhD process during formal and informal
conversations. This can be a sensitive topic and might require pro-actively asking one or
multiple questions about how the PhD feels and taking the time to discuss these feelings,
instead of discarding them quickly. Supervisors can also be open about expectations,
rules and the system they operate in. What do publications mean for the organization?
Which rules exist regarding the amount of publications? How flexible are these rules and
why? Furthermore, the role model function should not be underestimated. With that in
mind, supervisors can share their own failures, insecurities and coping strategies with
their PhDs.
Third, on a system level, organizations should take responsibility in supporting academics
in coping with the rules of the academic game. An example is that attention could be paid
to publication pressure in NIG courses, instead of only offering a course about ‘Getting it
published’. On top of that, criteria such as the NIG norms, should be evaluated on a
regular basis and complexities in dealing with norms should be transparent. For instance,
is the point system of the NIG still suitable for the modern world? How is this point system
created? Which difficulties arose during its creation? And, what kind of message do these
norms send to young academics?
Conclusion
All-in-all, publication pressure is a multilevel problem, and solutions exist on all levels as
well. We are not powerless and have a shared responsibility in tackling the issue of
publication pressure among PhD’s. Of course, we are very happy to discuss this further
during this panel. But let’s also make concrete changes to deal with pressures tomorrow.
For now, we are very happy to have one extra point according to the NIG norms by writing
and sharing this column with you.
Thank you very much.

